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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] This invention relates in general to shifting
mechanisms for power take-offs. In particular, this inven-
tion relates to an improved structure for a hydraulically
operated shifter for use in such a power take-off.
[0002] Power take-offs are well known mechanical de-
vices that are commonly used in conjunction with sources
of rotational energy, such as engines and transmissions
contained in vehicles, for selectively providing power to
one or more rotatably driven accessories. For example,
power take-offs are commonly used in a variety of indus-
trial and agricultural vehicles for operating hydraulic
pumps that, in turn, operate hydraulically driven acces-
sories, such as plows, trash compactors, lifting mecha-
nisms, winches, and the like. The power take-off provides
a relatively simple and inexpensive mechanism for sup-
plying rotational power from the source of rotational en-
ergy to operate the rotatably driven accessory.
[0003] A typical power take-off includes a hollow hous-
ing having a mounting surface provided thereon. An
opening is formed through the mounting surface of the
power take-off housing. An input gear is rotatably sup-
ported within the power take-off housing and includes a
portion that extends outwardly through the opening
formed through the mounting surface. The mounting sur-
face of the power take-off housing is adapted to be se-
cured (typically by a plurality of bolts) to a corresponding
mounting surface provided on a case of the source of
rotational power, such as a vehicle transmission or en-
gine. The mounting surface provided on the transmission
case also has an opening formed therethrough. When
the power take-off housing is secured to the transmission
case, the opening formed through the mounting surface
of the power take-off housing is aligned with the opening
formed through the transmission case. This allows the
input gear of the power take-off to extend through such
aligned openings into meshing engagement with one of
the gears contained within the transmission. Typically,
the input gear of the power take-off meshes with a trans-
mission gear that is constantly driven by the vehicle en-
gine. As a result, the input gear of the power take-off is
rotatably driven by the transmission gear whenever the
vehicle engine is operated.
[0004] The power take-off further includes an output
shaft that is rotatably supported within the power take-
off housing. A portion of the output shaft extends out-
wardly from the power take-off housing and is adapted
to be connected to the rotatably driven accessory. In
some power take-offs, the output shaft is constantly con-
nected for rotation by the input gear. In those instances,
the output shaft rotatably drives the rotatably driven ac-
cessory whenever the input gear is rotatably driven by
the transmission gear. In other power take-offs, however,
the output shaft is only intermittently connected for rota-
tion by the input gear by means of an intermediate clutch.

When the clutch connects the output shaft for rotation by
the input gear, the output shaft rotatably drives the rotat-
ably driven accessory whenever the input gear is rotat-
ably driven by the transmission gear. When the clutch
disconnects the output shaft from rotation by the input
gear, the output shaft does not rotatably drive the rotat-
ably driven accessory.
[0005] This engagement and disengagement of the
clutch is controlled by a shifter that is typically provided
on the housing of the power take-off. A typical shifter
includes a hydraulic or pneumatic piston and cylinder as-
sembly that is connected to a movable shift fork. Fre-
quently, the shift fork is connected to the piston such that
movement of the piston within the cylinder causes move-
ment of the shift fork. When the piston and cylinder as-
sembly is operated in a first mode, the piston and the
shift fork are moved in a first direction. This movement
in the first direction causes the clutch to become disen-
gaged, thereby disconnecting the output shaft from rota-
tion by the input gear and preventing operation of the
rotatably driven accessory. When the piston and cylinder
assembly is operated in a second mode, the piston and
the shift fork are moved in a second direction. This move-
ment in the second direction causes the clutch to become
engaged, thereby connecting the output shaft for rotation
by the input gear and causing operation of the rotatably
driven accessory.
[0006] A biasing mechanism, such as a spring, may
be provided within the shifter to urge the piston and the
shift fork for movement in the first direction. When so
provided, the biasing mechanism normally maintains the
clutch of the power take-off in a first operating condition
(either engaged or disengaged as desired). To operate
the clutch in a second operating condition (either disen-
gaged or engaged, respectively), pressurized fluid is sup-
plied within the piston and cylinder assembly. This pres-
surized fluid urges the piston and the shift fork for move-
ment in the second direction against the urging of the
biasing mechanism. By controlling the application of this
pressurized fluid, the clutch of the power take-off can be
operated as desired.
[0007] In order to control the application of this pres-
surized fluid in this manner, a fluid control valve is usually
provided. Typically, the fluid control valve is embodied
as a solenoid valve that includes an inlet port, an outlet
port, and an exhaust port. The inlet port of the control
valve communicates with a source of pressurized fluid,
such as a pump or a compressor that may be provided
on or within the transmission. The outlet port of the control
valve communicates with the piston and cylinder assem-
bly. The exhaust port of the control valve communicates
with a reservoir of the fluid, such as may be provided on
or within the transmission. When the control valve is ac-
tuated in a first operating condition, fluid communication
is prevented between the inlet port and the outlet port,
while fluid communication permitted is between the ex-
haust port and the outlet port. As a result, pressurized
fluid is not supplied within the piston and cylinder assem-
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bly, and the piston and cylinder assembly is vented to
the reservoir of the fluid. Consequently, the clutch of the
power take-off is operated in the first operating condition
described above. When the control valve is actuated in
a second operating condition, fluid communication is per-
mitted between the inlet port and the outlet port, while
fluid communication is prevented between the exhaust
port and the outlet port. As a result, pressurized fluid is
supplied within the piston and cylinder assembly, and the
piston and cylinder assembly is not vented to the reser-
voir of the fluid. Consequently, the clutch of the power
take-off is operated in the second operating condition
described above.
[0008] When the shifter is operated pneumatically (i.e.,
by means of a gaseous medium, such as air), the exhaust
port of the control valve can be simply vented to the at-
mosphere, which essentially functions as the reservoir
of the fluid. However, when the shifter is operated hy-
draulically (i.e., by means of a liquid medium, such as
oil), a liquid return line is provided between the exhaust
port of the control valve and the reservoir of the fluid,
which is usually located within the power take-off or the
transmission. Although the use of such a liquid return line
has functioned satisfactorily, it has been found that the
need for providing such a liquid return line from the ex-
haust port of the control valve and the reservoir of the
fluid increases the complexity and cost of the shifter.
Thus, it would be desirable to provide an improved struc-
ture for a hydraulically operated shifter for use in a power
take-off that is simpler and less expensive in construction
than known structures.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] This invention relates to an improved structure
for a hydraulically operated shifter for use in a power
take-off that is relatively simple and inexpensive in con-
struction. The shifter includes a shifter housing having
an interior, a fluid port, and an opening. A shifter piston
is disposed within the interior of the shifter housing and
is movable in first and second directions. The shifter pis-
ton defines first and second chambers within the interior
of the shifter housing. The fluid port communicates with
the first chamber, and the opening communicates with
the second chamber. The shifter piston includes a pas-
sageway that provides communication between the first
and second chamber defined within the interior of the
shifter housing. A shift actuator is supported on the shifter
piston for movement therewith and extends through the
opening provided in the shifter housing.
[0010] Various aspects of this invention will become
apparent to those skilled in the art from the following de-
tailed description of the preferred embodiments, when
read in light of the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] Fig. 1 is an elevational view of a first embodi-

ment of a power take-off including a hydraulically oper-
ated shifter in accordance with the invention.
[0012] Fig. 2 is an enlarged sectional elevational view
of the first embodiment of the hydraulically operated shift-
er taken along line 2-2 of Fig. 1.
[0013] Fig. 3 is a further enlarged sectional elevational
view of the first embodiment of the hydraulically operated
shifter taken along line 3-3 of Fig. 2.
[0014] Fig. 4 is an enlarged sectional elevational view
similar to Fig. 2 of a second embodiment of the hydrau-
lically operated shifter of Fig. 1.
[0015] Fig. 5 is an enlarged sectional elevational view
similar to Fig. 2 of a prior art hydraulically operated shifter
for a power take-off unit.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

[0016] Referring now to the drawings, there is illustrat-
ed in Fig. 1 a power take-off, indicated generally at 10,
in accordance with this invention. The illustrated power
take-off 10 is, in large measure, conventional in the art
and is intended merely to illustrate one environment in
which this invention may be used. Thus, the scope of this
invention is not intended to be limited for use with the
specific structure for the power take-off 10 illustrated in
the drawings or with power take-offs in general. On the
contrary, as will become apparent below, this invention
may be used in any desired environment for the purposes
described below.
[0017] The illustrated power take-off 10 includes a hol-
low housing 11 having a mounting surface 11a provided
thereon. An opening 11b (see Fig. 2) is formed through
the mounting surface 11a of the power take-off housing
11. An input gear 12 is rotatably supported within the
power take-off housing 11 and includes a portion that
extends outwardly through the opening 11b formed
through the mounting surface 11a. The mounting surface
11a of the power take-off housing 11 is adapted to be
secured (typically by a plurality of bolts) to a correspond-
ing mounting surface (not shown) provided on a source
of rotational power so as to be rotatably driven in the
manner described above. The power take-off 10 also in-
cludes an output shaft 13 that is rotatably supported with-
in the power take-off housing 11. A portion of the output
shaft 13 extends outwardly from the power take-off hous-
ing 11 and is adapted to be connected to a rotatably driv-
en accessory (not shown) in a conventional manner, as
also described above.
[0018] A clutch (not shown) is provided for selectively
connecting the output shaft 13 for rotation by the input
gear 12 and, as a result, for causing operation of the
rotatably driven accessory. The clutch is conventional in
the art and may be embodied as any of a variety of well
known structures. For example, the clutch may be em-
bodied as a gear that is splined onto a splined portion of
the output shaft 13 for movement between an engaged
position, wherein the clutch gear meshes with the input
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gear 11, and a disengaged position, wherein the clutch
gear does not mesh with the input gear 11. Alternatively,
the clutch may be embodied as a friction plate or similar
clutch assembly that is operable in an engaged mode,
wherein the output shaft 13 is connected for rotation by
the input gear 12, and a disengaged mode, wherein the
output shaft 13 is not connected for rotation by the input
gear 12. Regardless of its specific structure, the clutch
is provided within the power take-off housing 11 for per-
mitting selective or intermittent operation of the rotatably
driven accessory whenever the input gear 12 of the power
take-off 10 is rotated.
[0019] The clutch is operated by means of a hydrauli-
cally operated shifter, indicated generally at 20. The
structure of the shifter 20 is illustrated in detail in Figs. 2
and 3. As shown therein, the shifter 20 includes an axially
movable shift fork 21 or other shift actuator. When the
shift fork 21 is moved in a first direction (such as, for
example, toward the right in Fig. 2), the clutch is disen-
gaged such that the output shaft 13 is not connected for
rotation by the input gear 12 and, therefore, operation of
the rotatably driven accessory is prevented. When the
shift fork 21 is moved in a second direction (such as, for
example, toward the left in Fig. 2), the clutch is engaged
such that the output shaft 13 is connected for rotation by
the input gear 12 and, therefore, operation of the rotatably
driven accessory is permitted.
[0020] The shifter 20 further includes a shifter housing
22 that, in the illustrated embodiment, is generally hollow
and cylindrical in shape. The illustrated shifter housing
22 is mounted on the power take-off housing 11 and in-
cludes a fluid port 23 that communicates with the interior
of the shifter housing 22. The opposed ends of the shifter
housing 22 may be sealed by first and second plugs 22a
and 22b. Alternatively, the opposed ends of the shifter
housing 22 may be sealed by integrally cast end portions
(not shown). An opening 22c is formed through a portion
of the shifter housing 22 and is aligned with the opening
11b formed through the housing 11 of the power take-off
10. The shift fork 21 extends through the opening 22c
formed through the shifter housing 22 and through the
opening 11b formed through the power take-off housing
11 into engagement with the clutch provided within the
power take-off housing 11.
[0021] A shifter piston 24 is disposed within the shifter
housing 22 for sliding movement in the first and second
directions mentioned above. A portion of the shifter piston
24 (near the right end when viewing Fig. 2) seals against
a portion of the inner surface of the shifter housing 22 so
as to divide the interior of the shifter housing 22 into a
first chamber 25 and a second chamber 26. The fluid port
23 provided through the shifter housing 22 communi-
cates with the first chamber 25. The second chamber 26
communicates through the opening 22c formed through
the shifter housing 22 and through the opening 11b
formed through the power take-off housing 11 with the
interior of the power take-off housing 11. If desired, a
sensor 27 or other device may be mounted on the shifter

housing 22 to monitor one or more characteristics of the
operation of the shifter 20, such as, for example, the po-
sition of the shifter piston 24 relative to the shifter housing
22. The sensor 27 is conventional in the art and forms
no part of this invention.
[0022] The shift fork 21 is supported on the shifter pis-
ton 24 for movement therewith in both the first and second
directions. To accomplish this, the illustrated shift fork 21
includes an annular portion 21a that extends about a por-
tion of the outer surface of the shifter piston 24. The shift
fork 21 may be secured for concurrent movement with
the shifter piston 24 by means of a threaded fastener 21b
or any other conventional means. Thus, when the shifter
piston 24 and the shift fork 21 are moved in the first di-
rection (toward the right in Fig. 2), the clutch is disen-
gaged such that the output shaft 13 is not connected for
rotation by the input gear 12 and, therefore, operation of
the rotatably driven accessory is prevented. When the
shifter piston 24 and the shift fork 21 are moved in the
second direction, the clutch is engaged such that the out-
put shaft 13 is connected for rotation by the input gear
12 and, therefore, operation of the rotatably driven ac-
cessory is permitted.
[0023] The illustrated shifter piston 24 has a counter-
bore 24a provided therein that receives a first end of a
biasing member 28. In the illustrated embodiment, the
biasing member 28 is a coil spring, although any other
resilient or force-generating structure may be provided.
A second end of the biasing member 28 engages the first
plug 22a provided on the shifter housing 22. Thus, the
biasing member 28 reacts between the first plug 22a and
the left end of the shifter piston 24 to urge the shifter
piston 24 and the shift fork 21 for movement in the first
direction (toward the right in Fig. 2). When the shifter
piston 24 and the shift fork 21 are moved to a first position,
the clutch of the power take-off 10 is disengaged.
[0024] An elongated step bore 24b is provided within
the shifter piston 24 that extends between the counter-
bore 24a and a bleed orifice 24c that is provided in the
end of the shifter piston 24 opposite the counterbore 24a.
The purposes for the elongated step bore 24b and the
bleed orifice 24c will be explained below. The elongated
step bore 24b is illustrated as having a diameter that is
smaller than the diameter of the counterbore 24a, al-
though such is not required. The smaller diameter of the
counterbore 24a provides an internal shoulder against
which the biasing member 28 may react, as described
above.
[0025] The bleed orifice 24c provides controlled and
metered fluid communication between the interior of the
shifter piston 24 and the first chamber 25 defined within
the shifter housing 22. A laterally extending passageway
30 is formed in the shifter piston 24 and provides fluid
communication between the elongated step bore 24b
and an annular channel 31 that is provided in the outer
surface of the shifter piston 24. In the illustrated embod-
iment, the channel 31 extends completely about the outer
surface of the shifter piston 24. However, such is not
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required, and the channel 31 may have any desired
shape. In the illustrated embodiment, the channel 31 is
located within the annular portion 21a of the shift fork 21.
Alternatively, the channel 31 may be formed in the inner
surface of the annular portion 21a of the shift fork 21, as
opposed to the outer surface of the shifter piston 24. In
either event, an exhaust passageway 32 (see Fig. 3) is
formed through the annular portion 21a of the shift fork
21 and provides fluid communication between the chan-
nel 31 and the second chamber 26 defined within the
shifter housing 22. The purposes for the channel 31 and
the exhaust passageway 32 will be explained below.
[0026] The shifter 20 further includes a fluid control
valve 40 having an inlet port 41 and an outlet port 42.
The fluid control valve 40 may be embodied as a solenoid
valve or any other conventional structure that can oper-
ated to selectively control the flow of fluid therethrough
from the inlet port 41 to the outlet port 42. The inlet port
41 of the fluid control valve 40 communicates with a
source of pressurized fluid (not shown) by means of any
conventional conduit, such as flexible hoses, rigid tubing,
and the like. The outlet port 42 of the fluid control valve
40 communicates with the first chamber 25 defined within
the shifter housing 22. Thus, the fluid control valve 40
can be operated to selectively permit and prevent pres-
surized fluid from flowing therethrough from the source
of pressurized fluid to the first chamber 25 defined within
the shifter housing 21.
[0027] When the fluid control valve 40 is operated to
permit the pressurized fluid to flow into the first chamber
25, such pressurized fluid exerts a force against the right
end of the shifter piston 24. When the amount of force
exerted against the right end of the shifter piston 24 ex-
ceeds the amount of force exerted against the left end
of the shifter piston 24 by the biasing member 28, the
shifter piston 24 and the shift fork 21 will be moved in the
second direction (toward the left in Fig. 2) to a second
position. As a result, the clutch of the power take-off 10
will be engaged, as described above.
[0028] During the time when the pressurized fluid in
the first chamber 25 bears against the right end of the
shifter piston 24, a relatively small and metered volume
of such fluid is allowed to pass through the bleed orifice
24c into the elongated step bore 24b provided within the
interior of the shifter piston 24. Such fluid passes from
the elongated step bore 24b through the laterally extend-
ing channel 30, the annular channel 31 provided in the
outer surface of the shifter piston 24, and the exhaust
passageway 32 formed through the annular portion 21a
of the shift fork 21 into the second chamber 26 defined
within the shifter housing 22. From there, such fluid drains
through the opening 22c formed through the shifter hous-
ing 22 and through the opening 11b formed through the
power take-off housing 11 into the interior of the power
take-off 10. The interior of the power take-off 10 may
itself communicate with the interior of the transmission
or other mechanism upon which it is mounted to allow
the fluid to return to the point of origin, which typically is

a reservoir for the source of pressurized fluid.
[0029] In order to disengage the clutch of the power
take-off 10, the fluid control valve 40 is actuated to pre-
vent fluid communication between the inlet port 41 and
the outlet port 42 thereof. As a result, the source of pres-
surized fluid is prevented from communicating with the
first chamber 25 defined within the shifter housing 22.
Because the bleed orifice 24c continues to allow fluid to
flow from the first chamber 25 into the interior of the shifter
piston 24, the force continues to be exerted by the biasing
member 28 against the left end of the shifter piston 24
to move the shifter piston 24 and the shift fork 21 in the
first direction (toward the right in Fig. 2) to disengage the
clutch of the power take-off 10. As the shifter piston 24
moves toward the right under the urging of the biasing
member 28, the fluid in the first chamber 25 continues to
flow through the bleed orifice 24c and back to the reser-
voir for the source of pressurized fluid as described
above.
[0030] The size of the bleed orifice 24c is preferably
selected to be sufficiently small such that when pressu-
rized fluid is provided within the first chamber 25 defined
within the shifter housing 22 as described above, the
amount of force that is exerted against the right end of
the shifter piston 24 by the pressurized fluid can quickly
exceed the amount of force that is exerted against the
left end of the shifter piston 24 by the biasing member
28. This allows the shifter piston 24 and the shift fork 21
to be quickly moved in the second direction, causing the
clutch of the power take-off 10 to be engaged in a rela-
tively short period of time. At the same time, however,
the size of the bleed orifice 24c is preferably selected to
be sufficiently large such that when pressurized fluid is
no longer provided within the first chamber 25 as de-
scribed above, the fluid remaining in the first chamber 25
can quickly bleed out of the interior of shifter piston 24
and the shifter housing 22. This allows the biasing mem-
ber 28 to quickly move the shifter piston 24 and the shift
fork 21 in the first direction, causing the clutch of the
power take-off 10 to be disengaged. The specific size of
the bleed orifice 24c can be determined by several fac-
tors. Some of these factors include the spring rate of the
resilient member 28, the magnitude of the pressurized
fluid supplied to the first chamber 25, the flow rate of the
pressurized fluid provided from the source of pressurized
fluid to the first chamber 25, the operating temperature
of the shifter 20, the type of fluid used (including fluid
properties such as fluid shear characteristics, viscosity,
and compressibility), and other factors.
[0031] Thus, it can be seen that this invention provides
a constant and metered flow of fluid from the source of
pressurized fluid back to the reservoir for such source.
This eliminates the need for a separate liquid return line
to be provided between the fluid control valve 40 and the
reservoir of the fluid, as described above in connection
with known hydraulically operated shifters. It also simpli-
fies the structure of the fluid control valve 40 because no
exhaust port is need. As a result, the cost and complexity
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of the system is reduced.
[0032] Fig. 4 illustrates a second embodiment of a hy-
draulically operated shifter, indicated generally at 20’,
that can be used with the power take-off 10 shown in Fig.
1. The second embodiment of the hydraulically operated
shifter 20’ is, in large measure, similar in structure and
operation to the first embodiment of the hydraulically op-
erated shifter 20 described above, and like reference
numbers are used to indicate similar structures. In this
second embodiment of the hydraulically operated shifter
20’, however, a modified shifter piston 24’ has a coun-
terbore 24a’ and an elongated step bore 24b’ provided
therein, but no bleed orifice 24c formed through the right
end thereof. Rather, the elongated step bore 24b’ ex-
tends completely through to the right end of the modified
shifter piston 24’. A metering plug 50 is disposed the end
of the elongated step bore 24b’. The metering plug 50
may be retained within the elongated step bore 24b’ in
any conventional manner, such as by a press or interfer-
ence fit or by a threaded engagement. The metering plug
50 has a bleed orifice 51 formed therethrough that func-
tions in the same manner as the bleed orifice 24c de-
scribed above. The metering plug 50 may include a flange
52 that seats against the right end of the modified shifter
piston 24’, although such is not required. The metering
plug 50 allow the size of the bleed orifice 51 to be quickly
and easily varied without requiring the replacement of
the entire modified shifter piston 24’.
[0033] Fig. 5 illustrates a prior art embodiment of a
hydraulically operated shifter, indicated generally at 120.
The prior art embodiment of the hydraulically operated
shifter 120 is somewhat similar in structure and operation
to the first embodiment of the hydraulically operated shift-
er 20 described above, and like reference numbers are
used to indicate similar structures. The prior art shifter
120 includes an axially movable shift fork 121 or other
shift actuator that is similar to the shift fork 21 described
above. The prior art shifter 120 further includes a shifter
housing 122 that is generally hollow and cylindrical in
shape. The shifter housing 122 can be mounted on the
power take-off housing 11 and includes a fluid port 123
that communicates with the interior of the shifter housing
122. The opposed ends of the shifter housing 122 may
be sealed by first and second plugs 122a and 122b. An
opening 22c is formed through a portion of the shifter
housing 122 and is aligned with the opening 11b formed
through the housing 11 of the power take-off 10. The shift
fork 121 extends through the opening 122c formed
through the shifter housing 122 and through the opening
11 b formed through the power take-off housing 11 into
engagement with a clutch provided within the power take-
off housing 11.
[0034] A shifter piston 124 is disposed within the shifter
housing 122 for sliding movement in first and second
directions. A portion of the shifter piston 24 (near the right
end when viewing Fig. 5) seals against a portion of the
inner surface of the shifter housing 122 so as to divide
the interior of the shifter housing 122 into a first chamber

125 and a second chamber 126. The fluid port 123 pro-
vided through the shifter housing 122 communicates with
the first chamber 125. The second chamber 126 com-
municates through the opening 122c formed through the
shifter housing 122 and through the opening 11 b formed
through the power take-off housing 11 with the interior
of the power take-off housing 11. A sensor 27 or other
device may be mounted on the shifter housing 122 to
monitor one or more characteristics of the operation of
the shifter 120.
[0035] The shift fork 121 is supported on the shifter
piston 124 for movement therewith in both the first and
second directions. To accomplish this, the shift fork 121
includes an annular portion 121 a that extends about a
portion of the outer surface of the shifter piston 124. The
shift fork 121 is secured for concurrent movement with
the shifter piston 124 by means of a threaded fastener
121b. Thus, when the shifter piston 124 and the shift fork
121 are moved in the first direction (toward the right in
Fig. 5), the clutch is disengaged such that the output shaft
13 is not connected for rotation by the input gear 12 and,
therefore, operation of the rotatably driven accessory is
prevented. When the shifter piston 124 and the shift fork
121 are moved in the second direction, the clutch is en-
gaged such that the output shaft 13 is connected for ro-
tation by the input gear 12 and, therefore, operation of
the rotatably driven accessory is permitted.
[0036] The shifter piston 124 has a counterbore 124a
provided therein that receives a first end of a biasing
member 128. A second end of the biasing member 128
engages the first plug 122a provided on the shifter hous-
ing 122. Thus, the biasing member 128 reacts between
the first plug 122a and the left end of the shifter piston
124 to urge the shifter piston 124 and the shift fork 121
for movement in the first direction (toward the right in Fig.
5). When the shifter piston 124 and the shift fork 121 are
moved to a first position, the clutch of the power take-off
10 is disengaged.
[0037] A step bore 124b is provided within the shifter
piston 24 that extends from the counterbore 124a. The
step bore 124b has a diameter that is smaller than the
diameter of the counterbore 124a and provides an inter-
nal shoulder against which the biasing member 128 may
react. An annular channel 131 is provided in the outer
surface of the shifter piston 124. The channel 131 is lo-
cated within the annular portion 121a of the shift fork 121.
The shifter 120 further includes a fluid control valve 140
having an inlet port 141, an outlet port 142, and an ex-
haust port 143. The inlet port 141 of the fluid control valve
140 communicates with a source of pressurized fluid (not
shown). The outlet port 142 of the fluid control valve 140
communicates with the first chamber 125 defined within
the shifter housing 122. The exhaust port 143 of the fluid
control valve 140 communicates with a reservoir for the
source of pressurized fluid.
[0038] When the fluid control valve 140 is operated to
permit the pressurized fluid to flow into the first chamber
125, such pressurized fluid exerts a force against the
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right end of the shifter piston 124. When the amount of
force exerted against the right end of the shifter piston
124 exceeds the amount of force exerted against the left
end of the shifter piston 124 by the biasing member 28,
the shifter piston 124 and the shift fork 121 will be moved
in the second direction (toward the left in Fig. 5) to a
second position. As a result, the clutch of the power take-
off 10 will be engaged, as described above.
[0039] In order to disengage the clutch of the power
take-off 10, the fluid control valve 140 is actuated to pre-
vent fluid communication between the inlet port 141 and
the outlet port 142 thereof. As a result, the source of
pressurized fluid is prevented from communicating with
the first chamber 125 defined within the shifter housing
122. At the same time, the fluid control valve 140 is ac-
tuated to permit fluid communication between the outlet
port 142 and the exhaust port 143 thereof. As a result,
the first chamber 125 defined within the shifter housing
122 is vented through the exhaust port 143 to the reser-
voir for the source of pressurized fluid. As the shifter pis-
ton 124 moves toward the right under the urging of the
biasing member 128, the fluid in the first chamber 125
continues to flow through the exhaust port 143 to the
reservoir for the source of pressurized fluid.

Claims

1. A shifter that is adapted for use with a clutch com-
prising:

a shifter housing including an interior, a fluid
port, and an opening;
a shifter piston disposed within the interior of the
shifter housing and movable in first and second
directions, the shifter piston defining first and
second chambers within the interior of the shifter
housing, the fluid port communicating with the
first chamber and the opening communicating
with the second chamber, and
a shift actuator that is supported on the shifter
piston for movement therewith and extends
through the opening provided in the shifter hous-
ing, the shift actuator being adapted for use with
a clutch, characterized in that the shifter piston
including an orifice that provides communication
between the first and second chamber defined
within the interior of the shifter housing.

2. The shifter defined in Claim 1 wherein the shifter
piston includes a bore and an orifice that provides
communication between the first chamber defined
within the interior of the shifter housing and the bore.

3. The shifter defined in Claim 2 wherein the shifter
piston further includes a passageway that provides
communication between the bore and a channel.

4. The shifter defined in Claim 3 wherein the channel
is provided in either an outer surface of the shifter
piston or in an inner surface of a portion of the shift
fork that is disposed about the shifter piston.

5. The shifter defined in Claim 2 wherein the shift fork
includes an exhaust passageway that provides com-
munication between the channel and the second
chamber defined within the interior of the shifter
housing.

6. The shifter defined in Claim 1 wherein the orifice is
formed in either the shifter piston or in a metering
plug that is supported on the shifter piston.

7. The shifter defined in Claim 1 further including a bi-
asing structure for urging the shifter piston to move
in a first direction.

8. The shifter defined in Claim 7 further including a
source of pressurized fluid that selectively commu-
nicates with the first chamber defined within the shift-
er housing for urging the shifter piston to move in a
second direction that is opposite to the first direction.

9. A power take-off assembly comprising:

a power take-off having an input gear, an output
shaft, and a clutch for selectively connecting the
output shaft for rotation by the input gear; and
a shifter for operating the clutch, the shifter in-
cluding:

a shifter housing including an interior, a fluid
port, and an opening;
a shifter piston disposed within the interior
of the shifter housing and movable in first
and second directions, the shifter piston de-
fining first and second chambers within the
interior of the shifter housing, the fluid port
communicating with the first chamber and
the opening communicating with the second
chamber, and
a shift actuator that is supported on the shift-
er piston for movement therewith and ex-
tends through the opening provided in the
shifter housing, the shift actuator being
adapted for use with a clutch, character-
ized in that the shifter piston including an
orifice that provides communication be-
tween the first and second chamber defined
within the interior of the shifter housing.

10. The power take-off assembly defined in Claim 9
wherein the shifter piston includes a bore and an
orifice that provides communication between the first
chamber defined within the interior of the shifter
housing and the bore.
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11. The power take-off assembly defined in Claim 10
wherein the shifter piston further includes a passage-
way that provides communication between the bore
and a channel.

12. The power take-off assembly defined in Claim 11
wherein the channel is provided in either an outer
surface of the shifter piston or in an inner surface of
a portion of the shift fork that is disposed about the
shifter piston.

13. The power take-off assembly defined in Claim 10
wherein the shift fork includes an exhaust passage-
way that provides communication between the chan-
nel and the second chamber defined within the inte-
rior of the shifter housing.

14. The power take-off assembly defined in Claim 9
wherein the orifice is formed either in the shifter pis-
ton or in a metering plug that is supported on the
shifter piston.

15. The power take-off assembly defined in Claim 9 fur-
ther including a biasing structure for urging the shifter
piston to move in a first direction.

Patentansprüche

1. Gangschaltung, die mit einer Kupplung verwendet
wird, umfassend:

ein Schaltgehäuse mit einem Innenraum, einem
Fluidanschluss und einer Öffnung;
einen Schaltkolben, der sich im Inneren des
Schaltgehäuses befindet, und der in einer er-
sten und zweiten Richtung beweglich ist, wobei
der Schaltkolben im Inneren des Schaltgehäu-
ses eine erste und zweite Kammer definiert, der
Fluidanschluss mit der ersten Kammer kommu-
niziert, und die Öffnung mit der zweiten Kammer
kommuniziert, und
einen auf dem Schaltkolben lagernden Schalt-
aktuator, der sich damit bewegt und durch die
im Schaltgehäuse befindliche Öffnung ragt, wo-
bei der Schaltaktuator mit einer Kupplung ver-
wendet wird,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
der Schaltkolben einen Durchlass aufweist,
über den die im Inneren des Schaltgehäuses
definierte erste und zweite Kammer miteinander
kommunizieren.

2. Gangschaltung nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Schalt-
kolben eine Bohrung und einen Durchlass aufweist,
über den die im Inneren des Schaltgehäuses defi-
nierte erste Kammer mit der Bohrung kommuniziert.

3. Gangschaltung nach Anspruch 2, wobei der Schalt-
kolben zudem einen Gang aufweist, über den die
Bohrung mit einem Kanal kommuniziert.

4. Gangschaltung nach Anspruch 3, wobei sich der Ka-
nal entweder in einer Außenseite des Schaltkolbens
oder in einer Innenseite eines Abschnitts der Schalt-
gabel befindet, die um den Schaltkolben angeordnet
ist.

5. Gangschaltung nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Schalt-
gabel einen Auslass aufweist, über den der Kanal
mit der im Innern des Schaltgehäuses definierten
zweiten Kammer kommuniziert.

6. Gangschaltung nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Durch-
lass entweder im Schaltkolben oder in einem auf
dem Schaltkolben gelagerten Messstopfen gebildet
ist.

7. Gangschaltung nach Anspruch 1, zudem umfassend
eine Vorspannstruktur, mit der der Schaltkolben in
eine erste Richtung bewegt wird.

8. Gangschaltung nach Anspruch 7, zudem umfassend
eine Quelle für ein Druckfluid, das selektiv mit der
im Innern des Schaltgehäuses definierten ersten
Kammer kommuniziert, so dass der Schaltkolben in
eine zweite Richtung bewegt wird, die entgegenge-
setzt zur ersten Richtung ist.

9. Nebenantrieb-Anordnung, umfassend:

einen Nebenantrieb mit einem Antriebsritzel, ei-
ner Arbeitswelle und einer Kupplung, die die Ar-
beitswelle selektiv anschließt, damit diese von
dem Antriebsritzel gedreht wird; und
eine Gangschaltung zum Betreiben der Kupp-
lung, wobei die Gangschaltung umfasst:

ein Schaltgehäuse mit einem Innenraum,
einem Fluidanschluss und einer Öffnung;
einen Schaltkolben, der sich im Inneren des
Schaltgehäuses befindet, und der in einer
ersten und zweiten Richtung beweglich ist,
wobei der Schaltkolben im Inneren des
Schaltgehäuses eine erste und zweite
Kammer definiert, der Fluidanschluss mit
der ersten Kammer kommuniziert, und die
Öffnung mit der zweiten Kammer kommu-
niziert, und
einen auf dem Schaltkolben lagernden
Schaltaktuator, der sich damit bewegt und
durch die im Schaltgehäuse befindliche Öff-
nung ragt, wobei der Schaltaktuator mit ei-
ner Kupplung verwendet wird,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
der Schaltkolben einen Durchlass aufweist,
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über den die im Inneren des Schaltgehäu-
ses definierte erste und zweite Kammer mit-
einander kommunizieren.

10. Nebenantrieb-Anordnung nach Anspruch 9, wobei
der Schaltkolben eine Bohrung und einen Durchlass
aufweist, über den die im Inneren des Schaltgehäu-
ses definierte erste Kammer mit der Bohrung kom-
muniziert.

11. Nebenantrieb-Anordnung nach Anspruch 10, wobei
der Schaltkolben zudem einen Gang aufweist, über
den die Bohrung mit einem Kanal kommuniziert.

12. Nebenantrieb-Anordnung nach Anspruch 11, wobei
sich der Kanal entweder in einer Außenseite des
Schaltkolbens oder in einer Innenseite eines Ab-
schnitts der Schaltgabel befindet, die um den Schalt-
kolben angeordnet ist.

13. Nebenantrieb-Anordnung nach Anspruch 10, wobei
die Schaltgabel einen Auslass aufweist, über den
der Kanal mit der im Innern des Schaltgehäuses de-
finierten zweiten Kammer kommuniziert.

14. Nebenantrieb-Anordnung nach Anspruch 9, wobei
der Durchlass entweder im Schaltkolben oder in ei-
nem auf dem Schaltkolben gelagerten Messstopfen
gebildet ist.

15. Nebenantrieb-Anordnung nach Anspruch 9, zudem
umfassend eine Vorspannstruktur, mit der der
Schaltkolben in eine erste Richtung bewegt wird.

Revendications

1. Embrayeur adapté à être utilisé avec un embrayage,
comprenant :

- un carter d’embrayeur comprenant un inté-
rieur, une lumière de fluide et une ouverture ;
- un piston d’embrayeur disposé à l’intérieur du
carter d’embrayeur et mobile dans des première
et deuxième directions, le piston d’embrayeur
définissant des première et deuxième chambres
à l’intérieur du carter d’embrayeur, la lumière de
fluide communiquant avec la première chambre
et l’ouverture communiquant avec la deuxième
chambre ; et
- un actionneur d’embrayeur qui est maintenu
sur le piston d’embrayeur pour se déplacer avec
celui-ci et qui s’étend à travers l’ouverture mé-
nagée dans le carter d’embrayeur, l’actionneur
d’embrayeur étant adapté à être utilisé avec un
embrayage ;
- caractérisé en ce que le piston d’embrayeur
comporte un orifice qui assure une communica-

tion entre la première et la deuxième chambre
définies à l’intérieur du carter d’embrayeur.

2. Embrayeur selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le
piston d’embrayeur comporte un alésage et un ori-
fice qui assurent une communication entre la pre-
mière chambre définie à l’intérieur du carter d’em-
brayeur et l’alésage.

3. Embrayeur selon la revendication 2, dans lequel le
piston d’embrayeur comporte en outre un passage
qui assure une communication entre l’alésage et un
canal.

4. Embrayeur selon la revendication 3, dans lequel le
canal est ménagé, soit dans une surface extérieure
du piston d’embrayeur, soit dans une surface inté-
rieure d’une partie de la fourchette d’embrayeur qui
est disposée autour du piston d’embrayeur.

5. Embrayeur selon la revendication 2, dans lequel la
fourchette d’embrayeur comporte un passage d’éva-
cuation qui assure une communication entre le canal
et la deuxième chambre définie à l’intérieur du carter
d’embrayeur.

6. Embrayeur selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’ori-
fice est ménagé, soit dans le piston d’embrayeur,
soit dans un obturateur de mesure qui est maintenu
sur le piston d’embrayeur.

7. Embrayeur selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre une structure de sollicitation pour pousser le
piston d’embrayeur à se déplacer dans une première
direction.

8. Embrayeur selon la revendication 7, comprenant en
outre une source de fluide sous pression qui com-
munique sélectivement avec la première chambre
définie à l’intérieur du carter d’embrayeur afin de
pousser le piston d’embrayeur à se déplacer dans
une deuxième direction opposée à la première di-
rection.

9. Ensemble de prise de force comprenant :

- une prise de force comportant un pignon d’en-
trée, un arbre de sortie et un embrayage pour
connecter sélectivement l’arbre de sortie pour
qu’il soit entraîné en rotation par le pignon
d’entrée ; et
- un embrayeur pour actionner l’embrayage,
l’embrayeur comprenant :
- un carter d’embrayeur comprenant un inté-
rieur, une lumière de fluide et une ouverture ;
- un piston d’embrayeur disposé à l’intérieur du
carter d’embrayeur et mobile dans des première
et deuxième directions, le piston d’embrayeur
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définissant des première et deuxième chambres
à l’intérieur du carter d’embrayeur, la lumière de
fluide communiquant avec la première chambre
et l’ouverture communiquant avec la deuxième
chambre ; et
- un actionneur d’embrayeur qui est maintenu
sur le piston d’embrayeur pour se déplacer avec
celui-ci et qui s’étend à travers l’ouverture mé-
nagée dans le carter d’embrayeur, l’actionneur
d’embrayeur étant adapté à être utilisé avec un
embrayage ;
- caractérisé en ce que le piston d’embrayeur
comporte un orifice qui assure une communica-
tion entre la première et la deuxième chambre
définies à l’intérieur du carter d’embrayeur.

10. Ensemble de prise de force selon la revendication
9, dans lequel le piston d’embrayeur comporte un
alésage et un orifice qui assurent une communica-
tion entre la première chambre définie à l’intérieur
du carter d’embrayeur et l’alésage.

11. Ensemble de prise de force selon la revendication
10, dans lequel le piston d’embrayeur comporte en
outre un passage qui assure une communication en-
tre l’alésage et un canal.

12. Ensemble de prise de force selon la revendication
11, dans lequel le canal est ménagé, soit dans une
surface extérieure du piston d’embrayeur, soit dans
une surface intérieure d’une partie de la fourchette
d’embrayeur qui est disposée autour du piston d’em-
brayeur.

13. Ensemble de prise de force selon la revendication
10, dans lequel la fourchette d’embrayeur comporte
un passage d’évacuation qui assure une communi-
cation entre le canal et la deuxième chambre définie
à l’intérieur du carter d’embrayeur.

14. Ensemble de prise de force selon la revendication
9, dans lequel l’orifice est ménagé, soit dans le piston
d’embrayeur, soit dans un obturateur de mesure qui
est maintenu sur le piston d’embrayeur.

15. Ensemble de prise de force selon la revendication
9, comprenant en outre une structure de sollicitation
pour pousser le piston d’embrayeur à se déplacer
dans une première direction.
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